The assembly of particles with target complex structures that meet the specific applications is a challenging issue in materials science, particularly when compared with nature\'s ability to create highly functional structures through biomolecular self-assembly[@b1][@b2]. Directional interaction fields decorated on particle surface with sticky patches open up rich avenues for self-assembly into target supracolloidal structures[@b3][@b4][@b5][@b6][@b7][@b8]. Rational design of these building blocks for self-assembly can be significantly facilitated if the final structure can be predicted as a function of the building block parameters. The interaction fields and anisotropic shapes encoded in the building blocks allow potential approaches for such a prediction[@b9][@b10][@b11][@b12][@b13][@b14]. However, considering the complex energy landscape and kinetic pathway, the predictive science of sophisticated supracolloidal structures remains a key challenge. Particularly, although numerous studies on the predictive self-assembly of anisotropic particles have been reported[@b9][@b10][@b11][@b12][@b13][@b14][@b15][@b16], a priori prediction of helical supracolloidal structures from rationally designed building blocks still lacks a general roadmap and has yet to be demonstrated.

Helical structure represents the principal element responsible for the property of chirality[@b17]. Control over chirality at nano- and mesoscales is rapidly becoming a goal of great scientific interest because such unique architectures will allow optical[@b18], plasmonic[@b19], and catalysis[@b20] materials to have distinctively emergent properties[@b13][@b14][@b21][@b22][@b23][@b24][@b25]. This aspect is particularly relevant for photonic applications, where the optical properties are significantly influenced by the periodically arranged unit cells[@b18][@b26]. The notion of a directional interaction field encoded by the surface patches suggests that patchy particles can be used to generate supracolloidal helices without fixed templates that offer limited controllability and may penalize the properties of particle assemblies[@b23][@b27]. However, the ability to design and control supracolloidal helices assembled from patchy particles or colloids is limited by the absence of a general prediction principle. Challenges include exploring a facile design rule of patchy particles for helical self-assembly and further establishing a critical prediction principle for such supracolloidal architectures.

Inspired by the helical structures in biological macromolecules, such as DNA and proteins, we report here a new design rule of patchy particles, that we call bio-inspired design of patchy particles, for the construction of helically supracolloidal architectures through bottom-up assembly. With this conceptually new rule, we demonstrate that a vast collection of biomolecular mimetic supracolloidal helices are readily accessible. A more facile design rule of patchy particles is further derived, allowing us to establish a critical prediction principle for target supracolloidal helices. We also examine the mechanisms of supracolloidal reactions during the formation of supracolloidal helices, and demonstrate that these well-controlled and chiral supracolloidal architectures can exhibit tailored optical response.

Results
=======

Design rules and prediction principle
-------------------------------------

To elucidate the design rules and establish the prediction principle, we carry out systematic molecular simulations of self-assembly of patchy particles consisting of a spherical core with decorated patches of discrete and specific interactions (see [Supplementary Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Figs. S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S3](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To mimic the biological helices, the patchy configurations, including the position, number, and type, need to be designed based on the known structures of target biological macromolecules. For example, the patchy configuration can be designed basically according to the base pairs in DNA, and thereby these patches can direct the particles to self-assemble into a supracolloidal architecture with double-stranded helicity, replicating DNA helix at the mesoscale ([Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, a colloidal mimetic structure of triple-stranded DNA can be formed by rationally designed patchy particles with four patches ([Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). This design rule is also useful to mimic the helical structures in proteins. As shown in [Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, a single-stranded helical supracolloidal structure similar to the α-helix in proteins is obtained through the bottom-up assembly of patchy particles with four patches. The design rule encoded in the patchy particles is successful in self-assembling the Boerdijk-Coxeter helices which have been observed in experiments[@b28] and previous simulations[@b13] ([Fig. 1d](#f1){ref-type="fig"}).

Clearly, bio-inspired design of patchy particles open up rich avenues for sophisticated self-assembly into a variety of biomolecular mimetic supracolloidal helices by controlling the arrangements and interactions of patches. The detailed patchy-configuration information of the patchy particles used in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} has been listed in [Table S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Note that in the model two types of patches are involved, i.e., the self-complementary patches which can only interact with the same type of patches, and a pair of complementary patches which can only interact with each other. These patchy types have been suggested in the context of protein crystallization[@b29] and charged patchy colloids[@b30]. Recent experimental work has also demonstrated that a significant progress has been made in the strategy for creating colloidal particles with sophisticated patchy configurations[@b5][@b6][@b7][@b31]. Moreover, we notice that the construction of supracolloidal helices presents colloidal analogs to the molecular design of some supramolecules with ordered structures ([Fig. S2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which will be discussed in more detail in the section on supracolloidal reactions.

Considering the simplified and minimal model for a supracolloidal helix, we conclude from [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} that at least two types of interactions are required for cooperative and helical self-assembly: one interaction contributes to the stepwise growth of particle chains (such as P2 patches of particle 1--3 in [Table S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}); and the other interaction gives rise to the helicity of the self-assembled structures (such as P1 patches of particle 1--3 in [Table S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The two types of interactions lead to competing length scales which control the helical structures[@b32][@b33][@b34]. Based on these findings, we derive a more facile design rule of patchy particles with significantly simplified patch configuration. As demonstrated in [Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and Particle 5 in [Table S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, the green patch at the coordinate of (0, 0, 1) is a self-complementary patchy governing the stepwise growth of particle chains, while the blue patch at (sin*θ*, 0, cos*θ*) and the cyan patch at (sin*θ* cos *φ*, sin*θ* sin *φ*, −cos*θ*) consist of a pair of complementary patches confirming the consistent and stable helicity of the supracolloidal architectures. Here, *θ* is the angle between *z* direction and blue patch direction, and *φ* is the angle measured from the *x* direction to the orthogonal projection of the cyan patch direction on the *x-y* plane. The green patch is fixed in the *z* direction. The polar angles of the blue and cyan patches are *θ* and (180° − *θ*) while their azimuth angles are 0° and *φ*, respectively. It is noticed that the green patches can also be constructed by a pair of complementary patches. However, at least two types of complementary patchy particles are needed to form helices in this situation complicating the process for the designed helical superstructures.

The 3-patch particles can self-assemble into double-stranded supracolloidal helices ([Figs. 2b--2d](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [Figs. S4--S8](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The radial correlation function clarifies that the assembled helical structures are well-defined, and are of good similarity with the ideally helical model of the same values of *θ* and *φ* ([Fig. S6](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Although this model may be not the minimalist model for the helical assembly, it could be the most simplified model that can lead to defined and stable supracolloidal helices which significantly reduces the possibility of the system getting into kinetic traps during the assembling process ([Figs. S6](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S7](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Indeed, removal of any one patch leads to more complex phase behaviors encompassing liquid and condensed phases instead of the helical phase[@b13].

With the self-assembly of our 3-patch particles, we can build various supracolloidal helices by tuning the values of *θ* and *φ*. For instance, at *θ* = 60° and *φ* = 120°, the pitch, *p*, and radius, *r*, of the supracolloidal helix is 3.5 and 1.0, respectively ([Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. S8](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, only increasing *φ* to 150° leads to a larger pitch of *p* = 7.1 and a larger radius of *r* = 1.7 ([Fig. 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. S8](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Through changing the values of *θ* and *φ*, we can also control the chirality, represented by the handedness, of the supracolloidal helix. As an example, the right-handed helix of [Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"} transits into left-handed helix of [Fig. 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"} where only the value of *φ* is changed from 120° to −120°. To further evaluate the supracolloidal architectures formed by the facile model of patchy particle, we systematically simulate its assembled structures in response to different thermal conditions and structural configurations, allowing us to consider their phase behavior. [Fig. 2e](#f2){ref-type="fig"} presents the phase diagram in the temperature-*ε~P~* space where *ε~P~* is the strength of the patchy interaction between the particles (see Eq.3 in [Supplementary Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A wide regime can be found in the phase diagram where equilibrium helical structures form, as denoted by the red circles. At high *ε~P~* and low temperature, we also observe an arrested state ([Fig. S5a](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) while it tends to form a liquid state at low *ε~P~* and high temperature ([Fig. S5b](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). [Fig. 2f](#f2){ref-type="fig"} displays the other phase diagram determining the phase behaviors of the patchy particles in the *θ*-*φ* space. For *θ* = 45°, the patchy particles always self-assemble into linear chains ([Figs. S5c and S5e](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), regardless of the value of *φ*. When *θ* is no less than 70° and *φ* is no larger than 120°, a phase of ring structure can be identified ([Figs. S5d and S5f](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In both these phase regimes, the patchy configurations induce significantly spatial confinement preventing the formation of the helical structures. This underscores the importance of surface configurations in the supercolloidal construction from these model particles.

[Fig. 2f](#f2){ref-type="fig"} shows that a phase of equilibrium helical structure can be found within large ranges of *θ* and *φ*, offering a broad space for the control of the helically supracolloidal architectures. For better understanding the relationship between the geometrical parameters of supracolloidal helices and patchy configurations, we calculate the pitch and diameter of the helix at each point in the helix regime of [Fig. 2f](#f2){ref-type="fig"} (denoted by the red circles). The calculation results are summarized in the images of [Figs. 2g and 2h](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, where the color bars indicate the values of these parameters. [Fig. 2g](#f2){ref-type="fig"} shows that the pitch of the supracolloidal helices increases from about 3.0 to more than 7.0 when *φ* is increased from 105° to 150°, while it is reduced for a larger *θ*. Increasing *φ* from 105° to 150° results in the increase of the helix diameter from about 1.0 to 4.5 although the value of *θ* has a slight effect on the diameter of the helix ([Fig. 2h](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). These results highlight the possibility of *θ* and *φ* in the prediction of helically supracolloidal architectures from the patchy particles.

An ideal helical structure can be obtained from the model patchy particles with a certain patchy configuration, where the corresponding patchy pairs are set to be perfectly linked. To further examine the ability of *θ* and *φ* in the prediction, we compare the pitch and radius of the helical structures from simulations and those from the ideally helical structures. The pitch and radius of the ideal helix can be calculated as *p* = *b*~0~ cos*θ* · 360°/(180° − *φ*) and *r* = *b*~0~ sin*θ*/\[2cos(*φ*/2)\], respectively, where *b*~0~ = 1.16 is the average distance of patchy pairs in the simulations. As shown in [Fig. S8](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, the values and varying trends of the pitch and radius with various *θ* and *φ* are very similar for both these cases. This good agreement between simulation results and ideal model confirms that *θ* and *φ* are effective approaches to predict the helically supracolloidal architectures from the patchy particles, such as their pitch, radius, and handedness. Taken together, the patchy-particle model proposed here not only leads to a facile and novel design rule to construct supracolloidal helices but also allows us to establish a critical prediction principle for supracolloidal architectures.

Mechanisms of supracolloidal reactions
--------------------------------------

The self-assembly of patchy particles into a target structure can be viewed as a "supracolloidal reaction" which bears a strong similarity to polymerization reaction and can provide insight into molecular design and mechanisms of chemical reactions[@b28][@b35][@b36]. In this context, we note that the construction of supracolloidal helices presents colloidal analogs of the molecular design to some supramolecules with ordered structures[@b37][@b38] ([Fig. S2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The patchy particles act as multifunctional monomer units that "react" with each other, in a process analogous to supramolecular polymerization[@b36][@b37][@b38]. As shown in [Fig. S2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, the intermolecular hydrogen bonds, π-π interactions, and metal-ligand binding contribute to the functions resembling patches. The multi-patchy configuration significantly increases the sophistication of kinetics and reaction pathway. [Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows the time dependence of the average number of patchy particles in the supracolloidal chains, *M*, that resembles the number-average degree of polymerization. Interestingly, the *M* \~ *t* plot can be divided into two regimes. In the first regime, *M* increases linearly with time, being characteristic of reaction-controlled step-growth polymerization. However, the linearity of the *M* \~ *t* plot is relatively suppressed and the plot presents obvious fluctuation in the second regime.

To understand the kinetic mechanisms, we turn to the detailed analysis of the change in the concentrations of different species in the course of self-assembly. Based on patchy interactions directed by their types, four representative species are concerned: individual patchy particle (IP), colloidal cluster linked by self-complementary patches (SP), colloidal cluster linked by a pair of complementary patches (PP), and the elementary colloidal cluster of perfect helix (EC) ([Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). [Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows that the concentration of IP is extremely reduced at the initial stage owing to the formation of SP and PP. The complementary patches in SP and PP link each other spontaneously while the formation of EC with long-ranged patchy addition is relatively slow. Thus, the reactions of SP and PP dominate the kinetics in the first regime, resulting in the characteristic of reaction-controlled step-growth polymerization. In the second regime, the reaction of EC however becomes the major effect, where sophisticated dynamical interconversion between clusters, which is elaborated in [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. S9](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, induces obvious fluctuation in the kinetic plot. The distribution of colloidal clusters also becomes wider in the second regime, as demonstrated by [Fig. 3c](#f3){ref-type="fig"}.

[Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} summarizes all the reaction pathways that we can observe in the formation of supracolloidal helix. The pathways form a complex network in which multiple cluster possibilities emanate from the addition of complementary patches at the initial stage. The directional addition of complementary patches however becomes relatively difficult when long-ranged structures occur. This leads to complex mechanism of dynamical interconversion between clusters. The major mechanisms include step-by-step addition of individual particles, addition of fragments, cyclization of fragments, break of incomplete rings, fracture and reconfiguration of disordered clusters, and addition and reconfiguration of helices. These mechanisms have been elucidated exhaustively in [Supplementary Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Figs. S10--S12](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. In general, three distinctive characteristics can be derived from these mechanisms: the first is that all the kinetic process starts from the patchy addition which leads to the colloidal analogs of step-growth polymerization at the preliminary stage; the second is that the structural reconfiguration plays a key role in the formation of perfect helix because it facilitates a patch to find its couple; Finally, the cyclization reaction and structural reconfiguration can induce the formation of stable colloidal rings consisting of 14 patchy particles, which can also be identified from the peak at *M* = 14 in the number averaged distributions of colloidal clusters ([Fig. 3c](#f3){ref-type="fig"} and its inset). These findings may provide fundamental information for understanding the mechanisms of some reactions in supramolecules chemistry towards helically molecular architectures[@b37][@b38][@b39][@b40].

Optical response
----------------

Circular dichroism (CD) effects in the visible spectrum have been predicted to occur through collective Coulomb interaction of plasmonic dipoles in chiral assemblies of metal nanoparticles[@b22][@b23][@b27]. As an example, by defining a patchy particle as a gold particle with a diameter of 10 nm, we consider the CD response of supracolloidal helices assembled from our model patchy particles (see [Supplementary Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for calculation details). To identify the effects of patchy configuration on CDs, representative sections are extracted from right-handed helical supracolloidal chains, where the particle number of each section is fixed at 24. [Figs. 5a and 5b](#f5){ref-type="fig"} show the helical sections at various *φ* and *θ*, and their corresponding CDs, with a characteristic bisignate peak-dip shape, are summarized in [Figs. 5c and 5d](#f5){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. The calculation for ideally helical structures clarifies that a larger pitch leads to a stronger and red-shifted CD signal while a larger radius corresponds to a weaker and red-shifted CD signal ([Fig. S13](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As demonstrated in [Figs. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [S8](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, increasing *φ* results in the increase of both pitch and radius of the helical structures. Therefore, an obvious red-shift can be identified from the CDs of [Fig. 5c](#f5){ref-type="fig"} whereas the changing trend of signal strength is irregular owing to its inverse dependences on radius and pitch. [Figs. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [S8](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} also demonstrate that a larger *θ* can reduce pitch whereas its effect on radius is relatively trivial. Increasing *θ* thereby leads to weaker and blue-shifted signal, as shown in [Fig. 5d](#f5){ref-type="fig"}. It is also not difficult to anticipate that vertically mirrored dip-peak signals can be obtained by changing the handedness of the supracolloidal helices as indicated in [Figs. 2b and 2d](#f2){ref-type="fig"}[@b27]. In this context, the optical response of our supracolloidal helices is rationally designed and tailorable in color, intensity, and handedness.

Discussion
==========

Our results provide an important step toward a predictive science of supracolloidal helices assembled from designed building blocks, which significantly prompts experimental realization of colloidal crystal and metamaterials with controllable helicity. We expect that our facile design model of patchy particles will be necessary to guide experiments because the experimental implementation of particles with sophisticated patchy configurations is now becoming available[@b5][@b6][@b7][@b31]. The bio-inspired design of patchy particles offers a unique approach to understand the formation mechanism and functionality of helical structures ubiquitous in nature, such as DNA, proteins, and virus. In view of colloidal analogs of the reaction kinetics of supracolloidal helices to some supramolecular polymerization, the kinetics and detailed reaction pathways during the particle assembly can provide fundamental insight into the kinetic mechanism of supramolecules chemistry towards helically molecular architectures, although the quantitative correlation between them needs to be further developed in the future. Finally, the tailored optical response of supracolloidal helices suggests their important applications in the design of optical devices with desired properties.

Methods
=======

To determine the phase behavior for each type of patchy particle, molecular dynamics with a Langevin thermostat at constant temperature are carried out. The patch character is described using the model proposed by Morgan *et al.*[@b13] and the particles interact via an anisotropic interaction potential that depends on both the separation between particle surfaces and the orientations of patch axes. The interparticle forces and torques are derived from the pair potentials between particles using a previous method[@b41] and the rotational degrees of freedom of the particles are incorporated using the equations for rotation of rigid bodies with quaternions[@b42]. The motion of patchy particles are updated though the velocity Verlet scheme with a time step Δ*t* = 0.001. To account for finite size effects, we simulate systems of 300, 1000 and 2000 particles for each of the patchy particles. Each simulation is equilibrated for a minimum of 5 × 10^8^ steps and the equilibration of systems is confirmed through examining the system potential energy. Actually, we find that in most of the runs the fluctuations in the system potential are small and the morphology does not substantially change after 2 × 10^8^ steps. To construct the phase diagram and investigate the dynamics of helical formation, at least 3 independent runs are performed for each system.

The CD responses of assembled structures are computed using a numerical tool called DDSCAT, which was developed by Draine and Flatau[@b43]. To illustrate the influence of structure on the optical response, here we set the building blocks in the helices as gold particles with a diameter of 10 nm. It should be emphasized that this particular assumption for the particle size only provides an example for the following calculation. A short helix randomly extracted from self-assembled structure is simulated and the wavelength is set in the visible band of 400 nm \~ 700 nm accounting for the collective dipole-dipole interactions between particles. The short helix consists of 24 particles which comprise at least one helical period. We believe this method is capable to predict the CD responses of self-assembled structures since previous simulations have shown that in general the shift saturates at around 10 particles with increasing length of the one-dimensional chain of particles[@b44]. More details regarding the methods can be found in [Supplementary Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.
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![Biomolecular mimetic supracolloidal helices.\
(a), Patchy particles with three patches self-assemble into a double-stranded helix mimicking DNA double helix structure. (b), Helical structure self-assembled from patchy particles with four patches presents a colloidal mimetic structure for the triple-stranded DNA. (c), Patchy particles with four patches self-assemble into a single-stranded helically supracolloidal structure similar with the α-helix in proteins. (d), Boerdijk-Coxeter helices formed from patchy particles with six patches. In (a--c), the left and right parts show the side view of the supracolloidal structures and the designing inspirations from the target biostructures while the top, middle, and bottom images in the middle part present the building blocks (patchy particles), the top view of helical structures, and the geometrical representation of helical structures, respectively. In (d), the left, middle, and right images in the top part show the building block, the top view of the helical structure, and the geometrical representation of the helical structure. The bottom image in (d) displays a side view of the helically supracolloidal structure. The small green and blue spheres in (a--c) represent the self-complementary patches respectively while the small green and blue spheres in (d) represent a pair of complementary patches. The detailed description of patch parameters can be found in [Supplementary Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Side and top views of each supracolloidal structure are extracted from simulated equilibrium structures.](srep07021-f1){#f1}

![Tunable helical supracolloidal structures from a facile particle model.\
(a), Cartoon of patchy particle model used in the simulations. The green patch is a self-complementary patch while the blue patch and cyan patch is a pair of complementary patches. The relative directions of these patches are determined by angles *θ* and *φ*. (b), Right-handed double-stranded helix formed from patchy particles with patch direction of *θ* = 60° and *φ* = 120°. (c), Right-handed double-stranded helix with larger pitch and radius than those in (b) where the parameters are set as *θ* = 60°, *φ* = 150°. (d), Left-handed double-stranded helix formed from patchy particles with patch direction of *θ* = 60° and *φ* = −120°. In (b--d), the building blocks, and the top and side views of the helically supracolloidal structures and their geometrical representation are shown. (e), Phase diagram in the temperature-*ε~P~* space where the patch direction of particles is set as *θ* = 60°, *φ* = 120°. Green square, red circle and blue cross denote the arrested state, the state with predominantly helical structures and the liquid state, respectively. (f), Phase diagram in the *θ*-*φ* space at *T* = 1.2 and *ε~P~* = 20. The black diamond, red circle and purple triangle indicate the states of linear chain structure, helical structure and ring structure, respectively. (g), The average pitches of helices in the middle region of the phase diagram of (f). (h), The average diameters of helices obtained from the same patchy particles of (g).](srep07021-f2){#f2}

![Kinetics in the self-assembling process of the helically supracolloidal structure.\
(a), The number averaged degree of colloidal clusters as a function of self-assembling time *t*. (b), Variation in the number of patch groups in the course of self-assembly for species shown in inserts. (c), Number averaged distributions of colloidal clusters at different times. Error bars in (a) and (b) indicate standard deviation. Systems of patchy particles with *θ* = 60° and *φ* = 120° are chosen to show the kinetics process.](srep07021-f3){#f3}

![Reaction pathways of helical self-assembly.\
The mechanisms, all of which we have observed in simulations, include addition of individual particles, addition of fragments, cyclization of fragments, break of incomplete rings, fracture and reconfiguration of disordered clusters, and addition and reconfiguration of helices. Details of the structure evolution are shown in [Figs. S10--S12](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](srep07021-f4){#f4}

![Tailored optical response of self-assembled supracolloidal helices.\
(a), Representative sections extracted from simulated helical structures for patchy particles with *θ* = 60° and *φ* = 105°, 120°, 135°, 150° (from left to right). (b), Representative sections extracted from simulated helical structures for patchy particles with *φ* = 135° and *θ* = 60°, 65°, 70°, 75° (from left to right). (c), The theoretically predicted circular dichroisms (CDs) for the geometries in (a). (d), The theoretically predicted CDs for the geometries in (b).](srep07021-f5){#f5}
